Augmented Reality to Enable Users in Learning Case Grammar from Their Real-World Interactions
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ABSTRACT
Augmented Reality (AR) provides a unique opportunity to situate learning content in one’s environment. In this work, we investigated how AR could be developed to provide an interactive context-based language learning experience. Specifically, we developed a novel handheld-AR app for learning case grammar by dynamically creating quizzes, based on real-life objects in the learner’s surroundings. We compared this to the experience of learning with a non-contextual app that presented the same quizzes with static photographic images. Participants found AR suitable for use in their everyday lives and enjoyed the interactive experience of exploring grammatical relationships in their surroundings. Nonetheless, Bayesian tests provide substantial evidence that the interactive and context-embedded AR app did not improve case grammar skills, vocabulary retention, and usability over the experience with equivalent static images. Based on this, we propose how language learning apps could be designed to combine the benefits of contextual AR and traditional approaches.
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INTRODUCTION
“If we spoke a different language, we would perceive a somewhat different world.” – Ludwig Wittgenstein

Language provides us with the means to create and communicate imagined settings, scenarios, and situations. Thus, it is unsurprising that language learning presents a key application field that could greatly benefit from innovative AR implementations [3, 34]. In particular, AR provides a unique opportunity for unfamiliar instructional material to be directly embedded in the familiar setting that a user interacts with on a daily basis. It offers users a level of interactivity that is believed to foster task motivation and engagement [30]. Thus, the growing ability of consumer mobile computing devices for rendering AR presents the opportunity to make the world a classroom for language learning.

Recent years have witnessed notable successes of AR systems that support self-learning in everyday contexts. For example, some systems provide labels of new foreign words with real-life objects [21, 38], while others have provided visualisations to communicate the unseen physical properties of everyday objects (e.g., heat conductivity) and the laws of physics that govern them [22, 36]. In general, the use of AR for contextual learning has been shown to deliver learning benefits over more traditional methods, such as rote learning. Nonetheless, it is unclear if this is necessarily true for all types of learning. While there are many desirable aspects related to the use of AR for learning, these aspects can also be implemented in traditional learning media. For example, flashcards need not be purely text-based; they can also depict a photo-realistic scene wherein objects are labelled with foreign words. Like AR, such learning material can similarly establish strong contextual associations to assist subsequent recall, even if they do not necessarily ‘mirror’ the user’s actual environment.

A unique characteristic of AR is that it enables users to interact and actively discover relationships between objects in the real world. In this work, we evaluate how AR could be implemented to help users learn the influence of physical context on language grammar. Specifically, we address how AR could be developed to help users learn how context modifies the article of gender nouns; this is an aspect of learning certain foreign languages (e.g., German, Russian, Croatian) that is known to be especially challenging to native speakers of languages that do not have cases (e.g., English, French, Mandarin).
More specifically, we developed an AR app that allowed adult learners to interact with real-world objects and discover how spatial relationships between them affected case grammar (i.e., article + preposition constructs), see Figure 1. As a control, we presented the same high-resolution content, generated and experienced by users of the interactive app, Snapshot, presented in a non-interactive static format. Our working hypothesis was that users would be better in learning case grammar from an AR experience that allowed them to see how their own manipulations of real objects modified the sentence itself. In contradiction, Bayesian t-tests analyses of learnt performance, based on testing immediately and one week after self-learning, revealed substantial evidence that there was no difference between learning with the AR or Snapshot app. Nonetheless, qualitative results revealed that our participants were enthusiastic in making these AR techniques part of their foreign language learning routines, suggesting a high potential for AR-based self-learning applications. By considering the quantitative and qualitative results together, we address the design challenges that AR apps could target to allow them to surpass traditional self-learning methods.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The current work investigates the potential of AR in helping adults learn a second language on their own. The following examples will illustrate how the application of AR for learning is tightly interwoven with context and context-based technologies. Therefore, we summarise the role of context in learning and respective teaching strategies from a cognitive point of view. Finally, we provide an overview of the relevance of AR to context-based (language) learning applications.

Learning, Context, and AR
Learning can benefit from the relationship between context and learning content in several ways. Firstly, context determines the immediate relevance and, thus, the motivation to engage with learning content. It has been shown that people are more motivated to learn if (1) they see the value of the content – its importance or utility –, (2) the cost of learning is not too high, (3) they find the content interesting [30]. Perceived interest, in turn, is often rooted in a learner’s situation [1]. For example, being in a café in a foreign city is likely to raise the interest in learning phrases necessary for ordering coffee. Secondly, context makes it possible to form associations that ease later retrieval in similar circumstances [18]. For example, new words relevant to the learning context are more likely to be recalled than unrelated words [8, 12]. Thirdly, rich context fosters situated learning, because it is a contributing factor to knowledge building – in addition to social behaviour, activities, and the underlying culture [5]. AR is the preferred technology for contextual learning because it can be used to contribute context-specific, just-in-time information in an interactive manner [11, 35].

Besides context, AR can enhance learning by embedding additional content to facilitate multimedia learning, i.e., learning through associations between verbal and imagery information by drawing on different sensory and working memory channels [28]. For instance, learning new vocabulary with both text and image leads to better acquisition rates than with textual information only [7]. In this light, AR applications, which typically interleave real-life and virtual content, are likely to be especially suitable for language learning and can provide an additional modality for processing and understanding learning materials [34, 35].

Existing Applications for Language Learning
Numerous language apps have been developed for both research and industry (for an overview, see [19]). Below, we present a selection of learning systems that use AR as well as systems that select learning material based on the learner’s current context. In particular, we focus on how conceptual knowledge can be taught (as opposed to aspects such as vocabulary, which rely on rote learning).

AR Learning Applications
In language learning, AR has been used to label real-life objects in the foreign language for vocabulary learning. For instance, in one project, a HoloLens setup was used to augment objects in the learner’s surroundings by displaying the respective foreign language words and presenting audio samples [21]. Vocabulary acquisition with this AR setup was compared to a web-based flashcard control condition; a 4-day delayed test revealed better recall in the AR condition. A drawback of this setup is the need to manually tag objects. This issue was tackled in a similar project that also used the HoloLens, but automatically generated labels with object-recognition and content-retrieval systems [38]. In addition, object enhancements were extended with definitions, example sentences, and related multimedia content. Here, the automated detection and augmentation processes significantly broadened the range of application in comparison to manual tagging, but, as of yet, there was no formal evaluation of this system.

Language is more than its vocabulary, though, and AR could also be used for teaching structural concepts of a language as it is a suitable technology for visualising spatial and temporal relationships [3, 34]. For example, with the ‘Block Talks’ system, children train their literacy skills by combining tangible letter objects to create sentences [13]. The app provides corrective feedback, as well as AR animations illustrating the meaning of sentences. As of yet, Block Talks was not tested for performance over a traditional non-AR method. While not designed for foreign language learning as such, similar concepts could be used for training sentence construction, a common issue, for instance, in German [32].

Finally, in science education, AR has been used to simplify experimental setups or to augment experiments with information that cannot be perceived by humans. For example, the thermal flux experiment has been augmented with a HoloLens setup by showing temperature changes of a rod that is heated on one side and cooled on the other [36]. Similarly, Ibáñez et al. displayed electromagnetic forces on top of tangibles representing circuit elements [22]. Their AR condition outperformed their web-based control condition that provided the same learning content but gave no dynamic feedback on circuits constructed with tangible elements. These two approaches allow learners to observe how their changes influence the experiment setups and thus gain an understanding of the overarching concepts.
Overall, it can be seen that AR has been applied for teaching in different domains, although not all projects have been empirically evaluated. Specifically, to the best of our knowledge, the benefits of AR for teaching conceptual language skills such as grammar structures have not been studied so far. Moreover, the web-based systems used as control conditions in the experiments described above used media that were not as rich as in the corresponding AR condition or provided no dynamic feedback. Below, we broaden the scope to also present projects that base learning content on context but do not include AR.

**Context-Based Learning Applications**

Learning systems can be designed to adapt to the user’s context. In particular, sensors on a user’s mobile device information can currently provide information on the user’s geo-location, activity, and cognitive state [2], which can subsequently be used to shape the learning experience [9]. In this section, we provide examples of previous implementations as well as evidence suggesting that such context-based systems can enhance learning.

For example, it has been shown that vocabulary learning is enhanced when unfamiliar words are presented to learners in a relevant setting, compared to if they were presented in a random context. A traditional flashcard learning application could determine which words to present depending on the user’s current location (e.g., “train” when the user is travelling; [12]). This can also be implemented as an implicit learning system whereby the geo-location selects relevant new words for presentation on the lock screen of a user’s mobile device [8]. Both implementations have successfully demonstrated that learning words that are relevant to geo-location can result in better retention of presented new words.

Besides geo-location, learning content can also be shaped by the content of any linguistic material that currently engages a user. For example, the application ‘WaitChatter’ infers the current topic of a user’s instant messenger conversation to determine which new words to present during idle moments [6]. Text on user-frequented websites can also be used for content generation. In ‘ALOE’, first-language words can be replaced with their foreign-language translations [37]. In WaitChatter and ALOE, learners demonstrated an improvement in their vocabulary skills. However, there was no comparison to a non-contextual solution. In another system, the texts were turned into clozes by removing articles, determiners, or prepositions [29]. In this case, the focus was on evaluating system accuracy; the learning effect was not tested.

There has also been work on constructing virtual contexts to aid learners. In one example, students were instructed to apply a set of grammar structures in their chat messages with other students [26]. A supervising teacher corrected mistakes made in the chats. Providing this immediate and relevant context enabled targeted students to achieve a better understanding of grammar structures compared to other students who relied on a coursebook and oral communication exercises instead.

Immersive environments can be specifically developed in Virtual Reality (VR) to convey appropriate contextual presence for taught language learning [27, 33]. For instance, VR environments have been specifically tailored for vocabulary learning [16] or for medical students practising conversations with virtual patients [41]. Nonetheless, creating bespoke virtual environments can be extremely time-consuming, resulting in stationary setups that cannot be readily re-purposed, and interaction with the environment is commonly limited to handheld controllers instead of direct object manipulation.

To summarise, geo-location has successfully been used to enhance vocabulary learning. The impact of the activity context, on the other hand, still needs further confirmation. As with AR systems, there is again a predominance of projects teaching words rather than grammar structures.

**Summary**

The examples above clearly demonstrate that presenting learning matter in context can improve learning performance. AR provides a unique opportunity of embedding the learning matter in the real-world context itself in a way that is sensitive to a user’s activity; it allows users to select their own context and learning matter. Nonetheless, it remains an open question as to whether this is necessarily superior to existing context-relevant and media-enriched learning experiences.

The majority of the language learning tools and empirical studies presented above target vocabulary learning [10, 19]. However, integrating the context could also be helpful when learning conceptual and structural aspects of a language (e.g., grammar or the description of spatial and temporal relations). The current work focuses, not on rote learning but, on how context-based AR could support the transfer of concepts from a learnt instance to other situations [17].

**APP DEVELOPMENT AND FEATURES**

So far, we have shown that strategies for language learning have been widely researched, and applications have been developed based on these strategies. However, there is little empirical evidence that demonstrates the benefits of AR and context-based systems in comparison to traditional non-contextual systems. Where examples exist, they are usually targeted at vocabulary learning and rarely on the self-learning of structural and grammatical concepts. We contribute to filling this gap with a handheld-AR app and a corresponding Snapshot app for learning preposition + article constructs in German using real-life objects in the user’s surroundings in the first case and using static images in the latter case (see Figures 2 and 3, respectively). The construct was chosen as an example of a language structure where the underlying rules can then be applied to similar situations once a learner has identified them. In addition, we decided to use AR rather than VR because of the theoretical plausibility that real-world relevance would motivate grammar learning. Furthermore, unlike VR, mobile-based AR offers the opportunity for users to learn on-the-go.

In this section, we explain our content selection process, design decisions, and technology choices. We complement our argument with the findings of an online survey amongst language learners, as detailed below.
Survey on Learner Experiences and Needs
The online survey we conducted polled potential users on their motivation, experiences, and needs for learning languages. It was announced via mailing lists, social media, and through local language course companies. We received responses from 122 participants. Of these, 27 were currently learning German and answered some additional questions specifically addressing issues with German. The questions concerned language learning habits, the efficiency of different strategies, and problems that learners face. Overall, learners stated work (54.9%), studies (44.3%), and travelling (43.4%) as a motivation for them to learn a language (multiple selections were possible). Methods that were considered most helpful were watching movies or TV ($M = 3.81, SD = 1.30$) and talking to native speakers ($M = 3.76, SD = 1.43$; $1 = not$ effective at all, $5 = very$ effective). Language apps received the second-lowest score of the eight methods we presented ($M = 3.10, SD = 1.43$). This suggests that there is still room for improvement of apps that are currently on the market. Pertinently, the survey results guided the design of our two applications that furthered the development of AR apps that are currently on the market. Pertinently, the survey results guided the design of our two applications that furthered the development of AR apps that are currently on the market.

App Design and Integration of Context
As mentioned above, spatial relationships are suitable for modeling with real-life objects [3, 34]. In several languages like German or Russian, the description of such relationships requires the correct grammatical case of nouns. Grammatical cases indicate the function a word serves in a sentence and typically require modification—inflexion—of determiners or nouns themselves\(^1\). We selected this concept for our AR app, as it lends itself to contextual instruction: there is only a limited number of rules to learn and real objects can be used to create learning scenarios. We further chose German as the target language, where the relationships are described with preposition + article constructs\(^2\).

For a better understanding of the general concept, below, we describe the challenges that learners experience and why this is the case. In German, nouns can either be masculine, feminine, or neuter, and there are only a few heuristics that help non-native speakers select the correct gender. In addition, German nouns have four cases. The cases are indicated by modifying the article and sometimes also the suffix of the noun (cf. Table 1). For instance, for the masculine word “Apfel”, “der Apfel” (“the apple”, nominative) designates use as a subject, “den Apfel” (accusative) defines a direct object, and “dem Apfel” (dative) corresponds to an indirect object. Thus, the article changes for each case. The differences may be small, but due to the relatively flexible word order in German sentences, the correct inflexion is sometimes crucial for understanding the meaning of a sentence.

The learning content is presented as quizzes based on two everyday objects, as shown in Figure 4. We chose to use quizzes instead of presenting correct sentences in order to increase engagement and because testing has been shown to improve recall in comparison to passive intake [31].

The AR and Snapshot apps differ in the way the quizzes are created. In the geo-location app, the users select objects in their actual surroundings, whereas the Snapshot app uses a predefined static photographic image that is independent of their environment (see below). Thus, the Snapshot app is less embedded in the context. Moreover, the level of context interactivity is lower. These two aspects are core strengths of using AR in education [34].

The AR Application
With our handheld-AR app, learners scan their environment using the phone camera. Whenever the AR system identifies tagged objects, labels are shown on top of the live camera preview. Learners can select tagged objects by tapping the corresponding labels. Once two objects have been selected, a short quiz is presented. This quiz takes the spatial relationship of the two objects into account. For instance, selecting an apple and a keyboard that are positioned next to one another produces a quiz, as shown in Figure 2\(^3\). Based on the estimated real-world coordinates, the app computes if an object 1 is to the right, to the left, in front of or behind an object 2. The

---

\(^1\)See [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_case](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_case) for a more detailed explanation

\(^2\)Research has shown that this topic is indeed an issue for learners, see [14, 32]

\(^3\)English translation: “The apple is next to the keyboard”
In this study, we integrated 20 different objects that were commonly found in an office (e.g., a notebook, a cup, a telephone). Even with this limited set, there is already a large number of possible combinations to explore, especially if objects are moved.

The app was implemented as an Android app using ARCore for the AR functionality. The tracking was realised with ARCore’s image marker system that also manages the continued tracking of markers even if they are out of sight. Each object was associated with an image label showing a different rock formation. This type of label is easily recognisable by a tracker system but relatively homogeneous in its visual appearance. The (relative) position of objects was based on the position in the real world as calculated by the ARCore toolkit.

The Snapshot Application

The exercises in the Snapshot consist of screenshots taken while using the geo-location app. Thus, the quizzes are exactly the same. However, using predefined still images instead of having learners select objects means that learners do not have to interact—and thus actively engage—with their environment. The only interaction we added was navigation between quizzes using arrow buttons on the left and the right side of the screen. The screenshots were generated through participant pairing during the study (see Procedure). Whenever the items used in a quiz were not both visible on the screen, we manually reproduced matching screenshots.

The Snapshot app was also implemented as an Android app and could be used with Android versions 4.1 and above.

EVALUATION

We compared our AR and Snapshot apps in a between-subject study. The between-subject design was chosen in order to compare learning. We collected quantitative data on the participants’ usage behaviour and performance as well as qualitative data on their learning strategies, perceived usability, and general comments of the respective app. This study was designed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2013) for research involving human subjects, and all participants provided informed signed consent prior to participation. Our aim was to investigate (1) whether participants in the AR condition would perform better in subsequent tests on vocabulary and preposition + article constructs and (2) if they would find the AR app more enjoyable and useful and why.

Participants

Twenty-five learners of the German language participated in this study (8 males, 15 females, 1 undisclosed). Their ages ranged between 21 and 35 ($M = 27.2$, $SD = 4.1$). Our participants were mostly students or PhD students in different fields (e.g., medicine, business administration, and linguistics), but also included program and sales managers as well as a housekeeper. One additional participant provided only an early qualitative evaluation of the AR implementation that guided its final implementation. The next 24 participants were evenly and randomly assigned to either the AR or Snapshot condition. The participants’ self-assessed German level on the Common European Frame of Reference ranged from A1 (beginner) to C1 (advanced) with an almost even distribution in both groups. Eleven participants stated to have no prior experience with Augmented Reality and/or Virtual Reality applications. The others had tried at least one of these technologies. Participants were recruited via a university mailing list and social media. As compensation, they received 10€ in cash or a 10€ Amazon voucher once they had completed the final part of the study.

Apparatus and Materials

The apps for both conditions were run on a Pixel 3 XL running Android 9. The objects used as input for the quizzes in the AR condition were distributed freely in the room. We attached image markers to the objects, so they would be identified by the app when the Pixel’s rear camera was pointed at them. Through the ARCore system on the phone, the real-world position of the objects was continuously tracked even when the objects disappeared from the camera’s viewport. In both conditions, the screen content was captured during app usage. App interactions, such as object selections, were also logged. Questionnaires were answered on a laptop computer.

Before, directly after, and one week after using an app, we administered tests on vocabulary and case grammar skills. In the vocabulary test, participants were asked to translate the names of objects we used in the study from English to German. In the grammar tests before the study, their task was to select the correct choice of prepositions and articles for some example sentences with fictitious words. After the study, we showed a set of images that showed similar situations as the ones constructed in the study, but with fictitious objects and given grammatical gender. These images had to be described

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td><em>der</em> Apfel (m), <em>die</em> Banane (f), <em>das</em> Obst (n), <em>die</em> Nüsse (f, plural)</td>
<td>the apple, the banana, the fruit, the nuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>Ich lege <em>den</em> Apfel/die Banane/das Obst/die Früchte auf <em>den</em> Tisch.</td>
<td>“I put the . . . on the table.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td><em>Die</em> Tasse ist neben <em>dem</em> Apfel/der Banane/dem Obst/den Nüssen.</td>
<td>“The cup is next to the . . .”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Cases in German: examples of how articles change depending on the function in the sentence and grammatical gender. *m*, *f*, and *n* indicate the gender: masculine, feminine, and neuter.

---

\(^4\)https://developers.google.com/ar, last accessed September 06, 2019

\(^5\)See https://www.coe.int/en/web/language-policy/cefr, last accessed September 11, 2019
in full sentences (cf. Figure 5 for an example). The order of items in the recall and transfer test was randomised.

**Procedure**
Each session began with a welcome and briefing of the purpose and procedure of the study. We explained what data we would collect and gave participants some time to consult our data protection guidelines (in accordance with European data protection laws) before signing our consent form.

Following this, participants responded to a pre-study questionnaire (Pre) on their demographics, prior experience, and prior knowledge of vocabulary and case grammar. These measures were later used as a base for quantifying the learning.

Next, participants were introduced to the app that they would use to learn German case grammar and its features. In the AR condition, participants practised using it with objects that were not included in the subsequent learning phase until they were confident in using the app. After the introduction, the experimenter left the room and participants had 15 minutes to use the respective app. In the AR condition, they were able to explore the room, select objects, and solve quizzes at their own pace. In the Snapshot condition, they could solve quizzes generated from snapshots generated with the AR app by their paired participant. They could navigate between quizzes using pagination arrows and were thus able to choose which quizzes they wanted to answer and how often. All participants were allowed to end the learning phase early if they had already done everything they wanted. The maximum time of fifteen minutes was chosen based on iterative piloting and lies within the range of the duration of a microlearning session as defined in [20].

After using the app, the participants returned to the computer for a post-study questionnaire (Post1). They graded their experience using the System Usability Scale (SUS) [4], answered additional app-specific questions, and identified the situations where they would use the self-learning system assigned to them. Finally, they completed the same vocabulary recall test as they had performed before self-learning. In addition, we tested their transfer performance with the image description task described above. We explicitly added the recall and transfer tests after the qualitative feedback in order to introduce a short delay.

Long-term retention was also assessed with an additional test conducted one week after the main part of the study (Post2). For comparability, we administered the same type of tests that were presented for Post1. We only replaced the fictitious objects. A one-week delay for the post-test was chosen since this is a typical window for memory consolidation [15].

**RESULTS**
This section first describes the learnt performance and interaction measures. When relevant, qualitative statements of our participants are provided to support our interpreted findings. Next, we present the qualitative results on usability and recommendations for future applications. For the reporting, we assign the participant codes A1–A12 for AR and S1–S12 for their paired participants in Snapshot. The pilot participant is referred to as A0; we only use their data for qualitative analyses.

Our null hypothesis $H_0$ is that “AR is no different from Snapshot”. Given previous work (e.g., [21]), our test hypothesis $H_+$ was that learnt performance with the AR app. In addition to frequentist analyses, we used one-tailed Bayesian t-tests for the comparison between the two apps. This allowed us to evaluate the likelihood of the null hypothesis relative to the test hypothesis, expressed as Bayes Factors ($B_{0+}$). A $B_{0+} > 1$ indicates that the null hypothesis is more likely than the test hypothesis, while $B_{0+} < 1$ would indicate the opposite. We adopted a default Cauchy prior with a width of $r = 0.707$ in our analysis [39] and we describe the resulting $B_{0+}$ using discrete terms of evidential strength (e.g., $B_{0+} > 3$ is substantial evidence for the null hypothesis over the test hypothesis) [24].

**Transfer Performance**
Table 2 shows the participants’ performance on the transfer tests. A response was considered correct when the article for the dative noun (the word after the preposition) was correct. To recap, test 1 was a multiple-choice test, while tests 2 and 3 were image description tasks and, hence, more difficult than test 1 as they tested grammar case production instead of recognition. In either case, a fictitious object, including its gender, was given for each test. There were no significant differences in the transfer tests for AR and Snapshot. Similarly, a t-test for independent samples showed no significant difference in the performance change from Pre to Post2 between the conditions ($p = 0.75$). Indeed, a Bayesian t-test for independent samples provided substantial evidence in favour of the null hypothesis, namely that AR participants did not outperform Snapshot participants $B_{01} = 3.29$ (cf. Figure 6a). This trend was apparent even when we took potential ceiling effects into account by excluding participants that correctly answered all pre-test preposition questions—doing so returns a Bayes factor $B_{01} = 4.10$ for the remaining seven participants in AR and six in Snapshot.

**Recall Performance**
We also checked vocabulary recall in the pre-test and the two post-tests. Directly after the study, AR participants recalled a mean average of 1.1 more words ($SD = 4.1$) and Snapshot participants, 2.4 more words ($SD = 2.5$) than before using the respective app. After one week, the number of additional words in AR rose to 1.8 words on average ($SD = 3.3$) and dropped to
The mean time spent using the app was similar in both conditions: 9 minutes and 55 seconds in AR and 9 minutes and 12 seconds in Snapshot. Once a quiz was shown, participants in the AR condition took around 8.7 seconds to select an answer, while users around 10.9 seconds. Participants using the Snapshot app were able to take the same quiz several times. Based on this, we infer that AR participants utilised different learning strategies across the two apps, which resulted in comparable learning performance.

### Interaction Measures

Table 3 summarises interaction patterns across the two apps. The mean time spent using the app was similar in both conditions: 9 minutes and 55 seconds in AR and 9 minutes and 12 seconds in Snapshot. Once a quiz was shown, participants in the AR condition took around 8.7 seconds to select an answer, and Snapshot users around 10.9 seconds. Participants using the Snapshot app were able to take the same quiz several times. On mean average, they took 2.75 times more quizzes than in the AR condition and their rate of quizzes per minute was 2.65 times higher. We also performed two-tailed Bayes factors on these measures, but only found anecdotal evidence in favour of the null hypothesis.

Judging by the interaction logs, A1, A3, A6, and A10 strategically reused one or two objects in subsequent quizzes, i.e., in at least a third of their quizzes. A9 and A11 never used the same objects twice in a row. The remaining participants did so at least once. In the Snapshot condition, five participants took quizzes in the order that they were presented, an additional five repeated or skipped single quizzes and two jumped back and forth several times. Based on this, we infer that participants utilised different learning strategies across the two apps, which resulted in comparable learning performance.

### Qualitative Evaluation

The post-study questionnaire provided feedback on the functionality and design, the suitability of each app for self-learning, and future usage potential. In the following text that presents key qualitative statements, accompanying numbers in parentheses indicate the number of participants that support the statement.

### Usability and Innovation

Both apps obtained similar SUS scores at $M = 80.6$ ($SD = 13.5$) for AR and $M = 80.8$ ($SD = 11.0$) for Snapshot, although SUS scores were more variable for AR. In line with transfer and recall test performance, the Bayes factor $B_{01} = 3.13$ shows substantial evidence for $H_0$ over $H_1$, i.e. for the SUS score not being higher for AR. The AR app was considered to be more cumbersome to use than the Snapshot app at $MD = 7.5$ ($SD = 2.39$) versus $MD = 10$ ($SD = 1.99$; lowest score 1, best score 10). In spite of this, participants said they would use...
the AR app slightly more frequently at $MD = 7.5$ ($SD = 2.17$) versus $MD = 6.25$ ($SD = 2.70$). This suggests that the form factor of the mobile device limited the usability of AR.

Overall, the AR app was described as “fun” (4), “easy” to use (3) “interactive” (2), “interesting” (2), and “very innovative” (1). A1, A2, A5, and A7 appreciated a self-learning experience that was integrated in the environment. Participants also raised several points for improvement in AR, namely the precision of relative location (2), and the speed and performance of the marker detection (2).

The Snapshot app was generally regarded as being easy to use (5). The participants liked that grammar and vocabulary could be practised at the same time (2), that the images could be used as a support or for learning the words (4), that they received immediate feedback (2), and that they could repeat words with different prepositions (1). However, self-generated images by their paired participants were not always clear enough (4) and symbols, e.g. “arrows”, could have helped “to illustrate the spatial relationship between two objects” (S7). S9 and S12 would have liked a gamification element in Snapshot, e.g., points or levelling up.

Participants in both conditions said that the apps would benefit from presenting a larger number of different prepositions (5) and showing the gender on labels (5). A3, S4, and S10 suggested adding rule explanations.

**Interaction Strategies and Learning**

We asked participants how they selected objects for quizzes in order to investigate how strategies might have differed across individuals and between the app conditions. In the AR condition, four participants reported that they chose objects randomly. Others shared their specific strategies: A3 changed “the spatial arrangement of objects to see which preposition the app would suggest”, A10 checked “every preposition, […] the correct answer and [then] checked that on further labels”. A0 and A11 explicitly selected objects they could not name or where they did not know the gender.

In the Snapshot condition, only a few participants commented on their usage strategies. S7 said she “read the sentence and then again I looked at the pictures, this way helped me to choose the right answer”, whereas S10 found “the picture […] rather irrelevant to the question, I can choose simply based on the choices”. S11 relied on the feedback for “[remembering] the particular case and [applying] that knowledge on next similar cases”.

These free responses on learning strategies suggest that the current participants were familiar with traditional learning methods (i.e., Snapshot), which elicited more consistent methods. In contrast, AR allows for more diverse self-learning and might have benefited from a more guided experience, at least until users are more familiar with this medium.

**Usage Situations and Scenarios**

As an outlook into future application, we asked participants if and in what situations they would use such a language learning app. A large majority stated they would likely use the respective app a few times a week or every day: 9/13 in the AR condition and 7/12 in the Snapshot condition. Figure 8 gives an overview of situations where participants would use the apps. A notable difference in the response was the belief that the AR app would be used more often outdoors or in social environments, e.g., at a friend’s place, whereas the Snapshot app seems to be more suitable for usage on a commute. For instance, S2 said she “can learn and practise in […] fragmented time, like on public transport”.

Scenarios where the AR app would be useful were “immediately in real-like situations” (A0) and by “[making] a game out of being able to identify objects and [getting] instant results” (A2). A12 added it might help him “get grips on words and phrases of a language quicker [sic], but only during free time”.

Several participants considered the Snapshot app a useful addition to language courses, e.g., S2: “I think it is a good complementary [sic] to textbooks. It is more flexible and convenient to use” and S11: “not very convenient for learning new material. I would use it to test my knowledge or to revise”.

**DISCUSSION**

**Context and Learning Performance**

In contrast to [21] and [22], our study shows that self-learning performance in the AR condition is not necessarily better than in the control condition for self-learning. There are at least two main reasons for this. First, users demonstrated greater usage familiarity with Snapshot and more usage diversity with AR. It is possible that AR generates higher learning performance if it represents a more constrained experience. Nonetheless, this could unnecessarily limit the exploratory and interactive experience that AR affords. Second, the Snapshot represented self-generated learning material with photo-realistic content, which sets a high bar for the control condition. Thus, providing
high-quality media of a familiar context could suffice in providing for an immersive and engaging learning environment, without incurring the cost of constructing highly realistic virtual environments. The high-quality media in Snapshot may have enabled the construction of an imagined context, i.e., context may have been utilised for learning across both conditions. Therefore, unlike in [8] and [12], we were not able to observe performance differences between context-based content and non-context-based content.

Interaction Behaviour
Our work highlights that AR can come at a certain cost to users. For example, AR can cause a high cognitive load [11]. Although we did not explicitly measure cognitive load, the AR app was rated to be more complex and cumbersome to use than the Snapshot app. Thus, handheld AR may indeed have led to slightly higher cognitive load in comparison to Snapshot.

Further differences were revealed between the interaction behaviour of the two conditions. For example, slower response time in Snapshot and the lower number of quizzes answered per minute in AR suggest that our participants applied different learning strategies in the two conditions (besides the requirements imposed by the app design, e.g., the mandatory selection of objects in AR before a quiz appears). More specifically, Snapshot users obtained similar results even though they answered more quizzes and could concentrate on the exercises instead of exploring the room. This may indicate a more superficial level of processing compared to AR.

In both conditions, we also found substantial individual differences in usage behaviour, both in the activity logs and qualitative statements. Some participants were more arduous than others, took more quizzes than others and reflected on their choices. We believe that, especially in informal, self-directed learning, such differences will always exist and technology is therefore not the only factor that influences learning outcomes. This also means that there is not a “one-size-fits-all” approach, and certain challenges will need to be addressed before AR becomes universally useful.

Usage and Application Contexts
Our qualitative evaluation showed that learners would be willing to use both the AR and the Snapshot app on a regular basis, but that the primary use cases would be different. A typical usage scenario for the AR app could be a situation where someone arrives at an unknown place that contains unknown objects. Users might want to explore their surroundings, i.e., get on-demand information on their location. They would do so on their own or together with someone else. Thus, the focus is on getting new information and usage in a social context seems to be acceptable. The Snapshot app, on the other hand, would most likely be used when the user is alone, in a familiar environment or on the go, and when learners intend to revise previously learnt material. Since such situations only have a limited overlap, we see a large potential for combining AR and Snapshot approaches. For instance, content for Snapshot learning could be generated through screenshots taken during exploration with AR and then revisited at a later moment.

Limitations and Future Work
The results revealed limitations of our implementation and areas that afford further research and development, which relate to both technical aspects as well as the study design. The current implementations were limited by the number of tagged sample objects. This was a necessary limitation in the current study because it relied on a small marker set that provided a high level of stability and reliability, which allowed for adequate preparation of learning content. In the future, we intend to extend our AR app by using computer vision libraries for markerless object recognition that would allow users to generate content automatically (see, WordSense [38]). A more fine-grained analysis of spatial relationships and dealing with object occlusion in the captured image would make it possible to quiz more complex object relationships, e.g., “between” or “underneath”. The ability to track object movements would also extend the self-learning of case grammar to include accusative statements as well. Besides language self-learning, the current apps are easy to adapt for teaching other concepts that could benefit from a similar instruction technique. Teaching cross-multiplications, for instance, could be generated by arranging objects of different sizes and shapes.

It also has to be mentioned that handheld AR can easily cause fatigue when the phone is held for a longer time. Since we primarily designed our AR app for frequent, but short sessions during idle moments in a busy schedule, we did not expect this to be a major issue. However, some participants did mention that doing so was cumbersome. This issue could be readily resolved by the use of smartglasses as well as other devices that do not require manual manipulation.

From an evaluation perspective, the effect of context and interactivity could be further isolated by (1) restricting the study to a task defined in more detail and with a fixed number of quizzes, and (2) a fixed amount of time to reduce variance between participants. In our study, we decided against this because prescribing an object selection sequence in AR would have conflicted with its potential for exploration and interactivity, and would have made the study setup less realistic by interfering with the participants’ natural learning style (see also [34]).

The current study motivates the need to perform self-learning studies with more participants to uncover diverse individual learning strategies and, also, over a long period of time. Prolonged use could increase usage familiarity, allowing users to generate a more efficient learning style with innovative learning methods. In addition, our study specifically targeted adults who had at least one proficient language, with the interest or need to learn new languages, but with limited spare time; our sample of young adults (age: 21-35) fulfilled these criteria and included participants with different backgrounds and levels of experience with AR technology. This work could be extended to include children and older adults, who can be expected to have different requirements for both system design and content. For instance, users with less experience in using smartphones may find it challenging to select small objects on the screen. Some users might also require more playful approaches to increase motivation.
Finally, we acknowledge that the learning effect could have been higher with different implementations. There is a large design space for AR apps, and there were several aspects that could have (and have been) approached differently. However, we do not expect this to have had an impact on the generalisability of our comparison, as the design of both apps was based upon the same decisions.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AR LEARNING

During this work, we identified several key issues that should be resolved in order to achieve the full potential of AR for self-learning. Moreover, we discussed the situations where AR could be a promising solution and other situations where traditional approaches might be just as effective. Below, we summarise points to consider when designing AR (language) learning applications.

Content for AR Learning – An important hallmark of using AR is that learning is less controlled than when predefined learning content is used instead. Consequently, it cannot be guaranteed that all elements of a curriculum will be covered and it is more difficult to schedule spaced repetitions [25] to improve recall. On the other hand, AR presents the potential for scalable (unlimited) content that is tailored to the user’s personal experience. Even without personalisation algorithms, learners can individually select what they are interested in and leave out what they already know. Therefore, we suggest using AR for learning experiences that are intrinsically motivated and shaped by learners themselves, rather than strictly following a curriculum. For example, besides practising language skills, a potential use case is that of a tourist exploring a city to learn about its history.

Interaction in Context – We have proposed that AR is particularly suitable for learning material that involves the visualisation of a spatial or temporal relationship. However, we assume from current findings that the benefit of AR is greatest when such specific contextual features cannot be equated in virtual or simulated contexts. AR can also be costly because exploration takes more time than simply presenting prepared exercises. Therefore, an AR solution may only be justified if it contributes an additional quality to an interactive learning experience.

Content Generation and Variation – Motivation typically declines over time [30]. Thus, AR learning systems will need to, just like any other learning technology, provide enough content variation to keep learners interested and avoid high drop-out rates. In combination with content generation algorithms, AR has the potential to provide unlimited content. However, content development must also take into account that the learner’s skill level will change over time and exercises need to be adjusted accordingly.

Choice of AR Technology – In this work, we opted for an AR solution that is based on smartphones because they are comparatively cheap and widely available. Moreover, they are suitable for short periods of interaction that can be performed with one hand. If only a small field of view is needed, current smartglasses could serve as an alternative, especially if bimanual interaction is desired. In the future, we expect smartglass technology to improve further and thus become even more relevant for ubiquitous learning.

In addition to the hardware, software for object detection and tracking is required. Marker-based object detection has high accuracy but requires objects to be tagged before they can be used. Markerless object recognition largely increases the potential interaction space but often lacks robustness. Existing services also tend to provide only a small set of pre-trained categories6 and are optimised for static images instead of dynamic environments. Future systems that allow for real object interaction could rely on state-of-the-art real-time object tracking systems as described in [40].

Comprehensive Solutions – For future designs, we suggest a hybrid system that adapts to the learner’s situation: AR would be used to explore new content on-demand and a traditional system like flashcards for restudying the knowledge acquired in AR in quiet moments. Flashcards created using AR could also be extended with curriculum-based information.

CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the impact of interactivity and embeddedness (i.e. two major advantages of AR) on language learning. To this end, we developed a novel AR application teaching German vocabulary and the description of spatial relationships of objects as well as a static app presenting the same learning content as static images. Our in-between study showed that learning performance was not higher when using the contextual and interactive AR app. We discuss several drawbacks and strengths of AR technologies in comparison to traditional learning methods. Nonetheless, we argue that there is still a large potential for AR or hybrid solutions, especially for exploratory learning in unknown environments or social contexts.
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